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Abstract. It has been shown that the assumption of a specified cosmological substratum
leads to the Lorentz-equivalence of observers whose uniform motion in the substratum lies
along a common straight line. The result is generalised for any pair of unaccelerated observers
thus confirming that only the relative velocity of such observers is relevant in relating their
observations of an event.

In a previous communication by the author [1], it was shown that the
assumption of a cosmological substratum provides a sufficient basis for the
operation of Einstein's principles and the associated Special Relativity
Theory. Distinction was made between fundamental observers to whom the
universe appears isotropic and moving observers to whom it does not so
appear; and it was assumed, after McCrea [2], that light-propagation also
is isotropic with respect to the fundamental observers. The resulting ani-
sotropy with respect to moving observers led to a number of consequences.

Thus consider an observer A (associated with a reference frame I A) reced-
ing from a fundamental observer S (associated with Is) with relative veloc-
ity u, as measured according to Einstein's conventions by either observer.
Then it was shown in [1] that an angle made with the direction of relative
motion has different measures, 0 and 6 A , in 7s and I A respectively, the re-
lation between these measures being

(1) tan 0 = /? tan dA

where

Imagine further that A and S measure time with similar clocks synchro-
nised at the instant of their spatial coincidence; then it follows, as in [1],
that A's Einstein measures, (xA, J/A, ZA, tA) of the co-ordinates of an event,
are related to the corresponding measures, {xs, ys, zs, ts) according to S,
by the Lorentz transformation

/2v xA = P(xs—uts), yA = ys, zA = zs,
(A = p{ts-uxslc*).

On account of its group character (in particular, its transitive prop-
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erty), the transformation (2) extends immediately to the corresponding
observations of two moving observers with different velocities in the same
straight line relative to the basic system 7s. It will now be shown that the
Lorentz-equivalence of moving observers is not limited to the above case
but applies in general to any pair of unaccelerated observers.

We will consider in the first place the case of two uniformly-moving
observers, A and B, whose paths in Is intersect at a point 0 and who ob-
serve an event at E coplanar with A, B and 0. In order to relate the I A.
and IB co-ordinates of the event we will consider also the corresponding Ein-
stein measures of an observer, 5, stationary at 0, and of another observer
P who moves (with respect to Is) in a direction normal to the direction of
A to B such that he remains always collinear with these observers. We assume
that the four observers employ similar clocks which were synchronised when
they were together at 0.

Since light propagation is isotropic only with respect to Is we will em-
ploy it as a basic frame of reference. Figure 1 depicts the paths and relative
positions, with reference to Is, of the observers and the event; the Is meas-
ure of the space interval OE is denoted by r, of the angle POA by <f>, of
the angle A 0 E by 0 and of the angle BA Ohytp.xp and <f> being complementary.
The velocity of A in Is is denoted by «, this being identical to the relative
velocity of A and 5 as measured by either observer.

Figure 1. Representation of axes, velocities, angles and the distance OE, according to an ob-
server at O stationary in / s .
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The various frames of reference may be based on a common X-axis
for S (at 0) and P, and a common a;-axis for S and A, their origins being the
locations of the various observers. Let the respective Y- and y-axes lie in
the common plane, as in the figure, the respective Z- and z-axes being
normal to the plane. We note that the Y-axis through P is common to
both A and B.

The relation between the respective Einstein measures (XA, VA, ZA, ^ )
and (xs, ys, zs, h), according to A and S, of the co-ordinates of the event
is given by the transformation (2) where, in the present situation,

(3) xs = r cos 0, ys = r sin 8, zs = O.

The corresponding measures, (Xp, YP, Zp, tp) and (Xs, Ys, Zs, ts),
by P and 5, whose relative velocity along their common X-axis is u cos <f>,
are similarly related by

XP = & {Xs-uts cos </>), YP = Ys, ZP= Zs,

costp Ws

where fix *= [1 - (u cos ^)2/c2]-i = [1 - (u sin y>YI^]~k

and Xs = r cos (d+</>), Ys ~ r sin (0+<f>), Zs = 0.

We can now relate A's measures with P's by expressing the former in
terms of a reference frame based on the X- and Y-directions. This requires a
rotation of axes involving the angle yu—A's measure of the angle BAO.
y>A is related to y> according to (1) which is equivalent to

fii cos yj = cos tpA

/?x sin y> = /? sin y>A •

It follows that the Einstein measure, v, according to A or P, of their
mutual relative velocity along their common Y-axis is

v = u cos y>A = Pi u cos y>
(6)

= /?! u sin <f>

Carrying out the rotation and using (5), ^4's measures (XA, YA, ZA, tA)
and (xA, yA, zA, tA) are related by

XA = xA sin fA—yA cos y>A = (PJP)XA sin y—^yA cos y>,

(7) YA = xA COS y>A+yA sin y>A = ^xA cos y+(/?i//%^ sin y>,

ZA = ZA, and ^ is the same for both reference frames.

We can now relate A's and P's measures in terms of their relative ve-
locity, v. Thus combining (2), (3) and (4)
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tA = 0[ts-(ur cos O)lc*]

cos (0+^) cos ^-(«r/c») cos 0]

= (PlPx)[tp-(Pi «r/c*) sin ^ sin (0+<f>)]

Hence using (4) again and also (6), and noting that P/Pi= (l—v*/ca)-l =
PAP, we obtain

(8) tA = PAP(IP

Similarly invoking (2), (3), (4) and (6) in (7), we obtain

YA = pAp(Yp-vtp),

(9) XA = XP,

ZA - ZP.

The results (8) and (9) demonstrate the Lorentz-equjvalence of ob-
servers A and P. Clearly a similar equivalence applies in respect to the
observers B and P; hence, since A, P and B are always co-linear (both in
a relative sense and also in respect to the basic reference frame is), it follows
on invoking the transitive property of the Lorentz transformation that A
and B are therefore also Lorentz-equivalent. It is seen that only the relative
motion of a pair of observers (such as A and P or A and B) is relevant in
relating their Einstein observations of an event.

In the case where the event E is not coplanar with A, B and 0, its
z (or Z)-coordinate will of course not be uniformly zero. However, the
direction of the z (or Z)-axes is normal to the velocities in Is of each of these
observers and hence, as shown in [1], the z (or Z)-coordinate of the event
will still have the same Einstein measure for each of these observers, in
terms of the reference-frames chosen above.

Finally we can generalise the result for unaccelerated observers whose
paths do not intersect. For consider such a case involving our observer A,
associated with the reference frame I A , and a second observer B', associated
with the reference frame IB so that B' and B are at relative rest and hence
equivalent in the Galileian sense — that is they can be considered Lorentz-
equivalent with zero relative velocity. The Is paths of A and B' never in-
tersect but those of A and B do; hence since A and B are Lorentz-equivalent
in terms of a common zero-time, it follows that so are A and B' provided that
the clock employed by B' is synchronous with B's clock according to Ein-
stein's synchronism convention.

Thus the assumption of the cosmological substratum defined in [1]
leads to the system outlined by Einstein where only relative velocities are
observable or relevant to the relating of observations of an event. The ve-
locity of an observer relative to the substratum has relevance only to
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astronomical phenomena which are isotropic with respect to the basic
reference frame, for instance the Doppler red-shift in the spectra of light
from distant galaxies.
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